
The Secret to Success: Discovered Through
Direct Response Television Sales
Direct Response Television (DRTV) sales have revolutionized the advertising
industry by allowing businesses to showcase their products or services directly to
consumers through television advertising. Over the years, many entrepreneurs
and businesses have discovered the immense benefits that come with utilizing
this powerful marketing strategy.

In this article, we will explore the secrets to success discovered through direct
response television sales, and how it can be a game-changer for businesses of
all sizes.

What is Direct Response Television Sales?

Direct Response Television Sales is a form of marketing and advertising that
allows businesses to showcase their products or services directly to the
consumer through television commercials. Unlike traditional television
advertising, direct response television allows viewers to take immediate action by
ordering the product or service being advertised.
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Through a well-crafted DRTV campaign, businesses can achieve instant sales,
generate leads, and drive traffic to their website or physical store. The key to
success lies in creating a compelling television commercial that both captivates
and motivates the audience to take action.

The Power of Direct Response Television Sales

Direct Response Television Sales have proven to be incredibly effective in
expanding a business's reach and increasing sales. Here are some key reasons
why DRTV sales are so powerful:

1. Instant Sales

When viewers are presented with an irresistible offer accompanied by a simple
and convenient way to purchase it, the chances of instantly closing a sale
skyrocket. Direct response television sales allow businesses to capitalize on the
impulse buying behavior of consumers, leading to immediate sales and revenue
generation.

2. Targeted Marketing

By airing commercials during specific programs or timeslots, businesses can
target their desired audience more effectively. This targeted approach ensures
that the advertisement reaches consumers who are more likely to have an
interest in the product or service being promoted, resulting in higher conversion
rates and a greater return on investment.

3. Cost-Effective Advertising
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Direct response television sales offer a cost-effective way to advertise and
promote products or services. Compared to traditional television advertising,
where businesses pay exorbitant fees for airtime, DRTV sales allow businesses
to negotiate for more affordable rates based on performance metrics like the
number of sales generated.

4. Data-Driven Insights

Through direct response television sales, businesses can gather valuable data
about their customers and their preferences. By analyzing response rates,
conversion rates, and demographic information, businesses can make informed
decisions about their marketing strategies, product offerings, and target audience.

Creating an Effective Direct Response Television Sales Campaign

To achieve success with direct response television sales, it is crucial to develop a
comprehensive campaign that incorporates several key elements:

1. Captivating Storytelling

A well-crafted television commercial tells a compelling story that resonates with
the audience. By showcasing the benefits and features of the product or service
in an engaging and relatable manner, viewers are more likely to be captivated
and driven to take action.

2. Irresistible Offer

An offer that is truly hard to resist is essential in convincing viewers to make a
purchase. Whether it's a special discount, a limited-time promotion, or a value-
added bonus, the offer should be too good to pass up.

3. Clear Call-to-Action



The commercial should provide viewers with clear instructions on how to place an
order, whether it's through a toll-free number, a website, or a dedicated mobile
app. A strong and concise call-to-action motivates viewers to take the next step
immediately.

4. Professional Production

To make a lasting impression, the television commercial needs to be
professionally produced, ensuring high-quality visuals and audio. This helps
establish credibility and trust in the product or service being advertised.

5. Testing and Optimization

Continuous testing and optimization are crucial for the success of a direct
response television sales campaign. By testing different elements such as the
offer, the call-to-action, or the target audience, businesses can identify what
works best and make necessary adjustments to maximize results.

Direct Response Television Sales has proven to be a powerful tool for businesses
looking to boost sales and increase brand awareness. With the ability to generate
instant sales, target specific audiences, and gather valuable data, it's no wonder
why more and more businesses are turning to DRTV sales as a game-changing
marketing strategy.

If you're ready to take your business to the next level, consider exploring direct
response television sales and unlock the secret to success like countless others
before you.
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20th Anniversary of Infomercials Marked By Tell-All Book of Industry Secrets.

Whether you love them or hate them, they’ve become an integral part of our
television experience. They’ve told us everything we ever wanted to know about
slicing, dicing, slimming, and toning. From BluBlocker sunglasses to the Psychic
Friends Network, they’ve managed to capture our interest and our dollars for the
last twenty years while introducing us to innovative products and some
entertaining personalities . . .

But wait, there’s more!

In Steven Dworman’s new book $12 Billion of Inside Marketing Secrets
Discovered Through Direct Response Television Sales, the entrepreneurs behind
this truly American phenomenon reveal the successes and failures that made
direct response television what it is today.

Written in an interview format, the book presents the personal experiences of
twenty-three of the industry’s leaders in their own words. "This invaluable
information has never been publicly shared before, " states author Steven
Dworman. "But what is truly extraordinary is the entrepreneurs personal story of
starting with nothing and building $100 million dollar and up businesses!" The
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passion of each of these individuals comes through clearly in the interviews,
whether its for the product, the marketing process, or for free enterprise generally.
The story of Jay Kordich, whose Juiceman infomercial was the culmination of a
very personal 40 year mission to promote the value of juicing, is truly inspiring.

Readers looking for technical information will not be disappointed. Candid
conversations reveal each insider's personal successes and failures while
passing along tips and tricks of the trade. In a particularly interesting section of
his interview, Tony Robbins shares his experience with a specific focus group and
breaks down the lessons learned. Although the book primarily focuses on network
and cable TV infomercials, Marjorie Poore’s interview outlines the more subtle
methods used by public broadcasting for product tie-ins.

The book concludes with an interview with Bill Guthy and Greg Renker of industry
heavy-hitter Guthy-Renker. Currently marketing the Proactiv skin care line,
Principal Secret, Personal Power and Windsor Pilates, made their garage
business into a $1 billion per year concern solely through direct response
marketing. The interview includes their strategy for success, and offers their view
of the future of direct response television. Author biography: In the burgeoning
field of infomercials, Steve Dworman has emerged as the industry expert. In 1991
he began publishing "The Infomercial Marketing Report," a monthly subscription
newsletter read in over 20 countries worldwide. He also published with Adweek
Magazines, "Adweek’s Direct Response Television Sourcebook." Having
produced and run his own direct response television campaigns, Dworman
learned all aspects of the industry. He has consulted with Fortune 500 companies
such as Procter & Gamble, Estee Lauder, Mattel, Avon, Apple Computer,
Microsoft, and many others.



He’s been quoted by over 3,000 news sources including: Wall Street Journal, Los
Angeles Times, The Economist, The New York Times, CNN, The Washington
Post, The Chicago Tribune to name just a few.

He has a key eye for picking products and was responsible for many huge
successes in the industry such as Total Gym, which grossed close to $1 billion in
sales.

Dworman served served as President and Founder of DMMO, the Digital Media
Marketing Organization with members such as, Eastman Kodak, Technicolor,
Warner Home Media, Sony Digital, and JVC amongst many other leading
companies.

In 2001 he wrote & directed a feature film entitled, Divorce: the Musical. The film
was featured on CNN, and in a front-page story in The Los Angeles Times.

He created a series of Health Book infomercials with Hugh Downs that grossed
over $300 million utilizing the info contained within this book.
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services directly to consumers...
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